Welcome To Our New Bleached
Cotton Website
Here at Barnhardt Bleached Cotton we’re excited to announce
our new Bleached Cotton website. Today, the site—along with
our new blog—has gone live, and we couldn’t be prouder about
it. As the leading producer of all grades of bleached cotton
fiber, we have put our extensive knowledge of cotton into the
new website.
This updated website is something that’s been in the works for
quite some time. From the beginning we set out to not only
create a website that represents our century-plus of cotton
experience, but to build a definitive Internet destination for
folks who want to learn anything and everything about bleached
cotton.

A History in Bleached Cotton
We have a storied history when it comes to
cotton, one that dates all the way back to the
turn of the 20th century. Though we started as
a modest supplier of layered cotton batting,
horse drawn buggy seats, and filler for quilts
and comforters, our family-owned company has
grown to offer some of the most innovative
cotton products in the industry today. We’re extremely proud
that we’ve been able to carry founder Thomas M. Barnhardt’s
torch into the 21st century.
As you click through our site we think you’ll see, rather
quickly, that we’re also cotton advocates. At the end of the
day the true star here is always cotton, a miracle borne from
nature.

A Definitive Source for Bleached
Cotton
We’ve done everything in our power to provide valuable and
extensive information about this wonder fiber, from our
exhaustive Innovation page to details about cotton’s inherent
sustainability.
Whether you jump into our definitive guide to cotton
properties, spend a few minutes scanning the many
resources in our Cotton Library, or want to learn
more about our Totally Chlorine-Free (TCF) process,
we’re confident we’ve provided plenty of cotton data for you
sink your teeth into.

